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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to the communications field, and more specifically, to a method for negotiating a target
wake time, an access point, and a station in the communications field.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A long-sleeping low power device (Long-sleeping Low Power Device), referred to as a Z-type device, is described
in Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE) 802.11ah. To
reduce energy consumption of Z-type devices, a target wake time (Target Wake Time, TWT) mechanism is proposed
in the IEEE 802.11ah standard. An access point (Access Point, AP) negotiates a target wake time service period (Target
Wake Time Service Period, TWT SP) with a station (Station, STA) by sending a management frame that carries a target
wake time information element (Target Wake Time Information Element, TWT IE). The STA stays awake to communicate
with the AP in this period of time, and may sleep in a time outside this period to save energy.
[0003] In IEEE 802.11ah, the AP may classify several STAs into one group, referred to as a TWT group. A TWT group
assignment (Group Assignment) field in the TWT IE may be used to configure a TWT SP common to STAs in one TWT
group. A STA may learn of, from a group identifier ID in the TWT group assignment field, which group the STA belongs
to. In this way, STAs in this group only need to be awake in a wake time preset for the group, to receive data sent by the AP.
[0004] However, in the foregoing TWT mechanism, the AP negotiates with individual STAs, and negotiation efficiency
is relatively low. In addition, the method for negotiating with a plurality of STAs by the AP is actually that the AP indicates
a unified wake time, lacking flexibility.
[0005] International patent WO 2013,106,758 A1 discusses communication systems including different respective
devices therein, within which coordination is made with respect to those devices awakening from less than full power
state. A TWT information element (IE) may be included within a frame or a signal corresponding to or based on that
frame that is transmitted from one device to other device(s). One or more respective future targeted times at which
device(s) may awaken from less than full power state may be included within the TWT IE. Over time, different respective
TWT IEs may be provided from various devices, such that respective targeted awake times may be modified dynamically
for any given device.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments of this application provide a method for negotiating a target wake time, an access point, and a
station, to enable an AP to simultaneously negotiate TWTs with a plurality of STAs and further improve negotiation
efficiency.
[0007] According to a first aspect, a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT is provided, and the method may
be performed by an AP. The method may include: generating, by an access point AP, a first media access control MAC
frame, where the first MAC frame carries a plurality of pieces of target wake time TWT information that are corresponding
to first STAs in a plurality of STAs in a one-to-one manner; and sending, by the AP, the first MAC frame to the plurality
of STAs, where the first MAC frame is used for each of the first STAs to determine a TWT parameter of the STA based
on corresponding TWT information. The first MAC frame sent to one STA carries a plurality of TWT IEs, where a TWT
parameter is given in a corresponding field in the TWT IE.
[0008] According to the method for negotiating a TWT in this embodiment of this application, the AP can simultaneously
negotiate TWTs with some or all of the plurality of STAs by sending, to the plurality of STAs, TWT information of the
some or all of the plurality of STAs, so that a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter with
only one STA at a time can be overcome. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0009] With reference to the first aspect, in a first possible implementation of the first aspect, the generating, by an
access point AP, a first media access control MAC frame includes: generating, by the AP, the first MAC frame by
aggregating a plurality of MAC frames that are corresponding to the first STAs in a one-to-one manner.
[0010] With reference to the foregoing possible implementation of the first aspect, in a second possible implementation
of the first aspect, the generating, by an access point AP, a first media access control MAC frame includes: generating,
by the AP, the first MAC frame by generating a first information element that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT
information, where the first information element includes a plurality of first fields and a plurality of second fields, each
first field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs, and each second field defines TWT
information corresponding to the ith STA.
[0011] With reference to the foregoing possible implementation of the first aspect, in a third possible implementation
of the first aspect, the generating, by an access point AP, a first media access control MAC frame includes: generating,
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by the AP, the first MAC frame by generating a trigger frame that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information,
where the trigger frame includes a plurality of third fields, fourth fields, and fifth fields, each third field defines a unique
identifier ID corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs, each fourth field defines resource scheduling information
corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each fifth field defines TWT information corresponding to the ith STA
in the first STAs.
[0012] With reference to the foregoing possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fourth possible implementation
of the first aspect, the generating, by an access point AP, a first media access control MAC frame includes: generating,
by the AP, the first MAC frame by generating a second information element that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT
information, where the second information element includes a plurality of sixth fields, and each sixth field defines TWT
information corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs; and the MAC frame further includes a plurality of seventh fields
and a plurality of eighth fields, where each seventh field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding to the ith STA in
the first STAs, and each eighth field defines resource scheduling information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs.
[0013] With reference to the foregoing possible implementation of the first aspect, in a fifth possible implementation
of the first aspect, an ordinal position of an ith seventh field is corresponding to an ordinal position of a sixth field that is
in the second information element and that defines TWT information of a STA corresponding to the ith seventh field.
[0014] With reference to the foregoing possible implementation of the first aspect, in a sixth possible implementation
of the first aspect, the method may further include: sending, by the AP, trigger information to the first STAs, where the
trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of each of the first STAs.
[0015] With reference to the foregoing possible implementations of the first aspect, in a seventh possible implementation
of the first aspect, the TWT information may include a TWT parameter of a corresponding STA. In this case, the method
further includes: receiving, by the AP, acknowledgment information sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the
trigger information when the some or all of the first STAs determine corresponding TWT parameters carried in the first
MAC frame.
[0016] With reference to the foregoing possible implementations of the first aspect, in an eighth possible implementation
of the first aspect, the TWT information may include instruction information for instructing the corresponding STA to send
the TWT parameter to the AP. In this case, the method may further include: receiving, by the AP, second MAC frames
sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information and corresponding instruction information that is
carried in the first MAC frame, where TWT information carried in the second MAC frame carries a TWT parameter
determined by a corresponding STA.
[0017] According to a second aspect, an access point AP is provided, where the AP may include a generation unit
and a sending unit. The generation unit may generate a first media access control MAC frame, where the first MAC
frame carries a plurality of pieces of target wake time TWT information that are corresponding to first station STAs in a
plurality of STAs in a one-to-one manner; and the sending unit may send, to the plurality of STAs, the first MAC frame
generated by the generation unit, where the first MAC frame is used for each of the first STAs to determine a TWT
parameter of the STA based on corresponding TWT information. The first MAC frame sent to one STA carries a plurality
of TWT IEs, where a TWT parameter is given in a corresponding field in the TWT IE.
[0018] In this embodiment of this application, the AP can simultaneously negotiate TWTs with some or all of the plurality
of STAs by sending, to the plurality of STAs, TWT information of the some or all of the plurality of STAs, so that a prior-
art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter with only one STA at a time can be overcome. Therefore,
negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0019] The access point AP according to the second aspect may include units configured to perform the method
according to any one of the first aspect or the possible implementations of the first aspect, and may be configured to
perform the method according to any one of the first aspect or the possible implementations of the first aspect.
[0020] According to a third aspect, an access point AP is provided, including a transmitter, a receiver, a processor, a
memory, and a bus system. The receiver, the transmitter, the memory, and the processor are connected by the bus
system; the memory is configured to store an instruction; the processor is configured to execute the instruction stored
in the memory, to control the receiver to receive a signal and control the transmitter to send a signal; and when the
processor executes the instruction stored in the memory, the execution enables the processor to perform the method
according to any one of the first aspect or the possible implementations of the first aspect.
[0021] According to a fourth aspect, a computer readable medium is provided, configured to store a computer program,
where the computer program includes an instruction used to perform the method according to any one of the first aspect
or the possible implementations of the first aspect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0022]

FIG. 1 is a schematic block diagram of an application scenario according to an embodiment of this application;
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FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 5 is a schematic flowchart of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to another embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to another
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 7 is a schematic flowchart of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to still another
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 8 is a schematic flowchart of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to still another
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of an access point AP according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of an access point AP according to another embodiment of this application;
FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram of an access point AP according to still another embodiment of this application;
FIG. 12 is a schematic block diagram of a station STA according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 13 is a schematic block diagram of an access point AP according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 14 is a schematic block diagram of an access point AP according to another embodiment of this application;
FIG. 15 is a schematic block diagram of an access point AP according to still another embodiment of this application;
and
FIG. 16 is a schematic block diagram of a station STA according to an embodiment of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0023] The following describes the technical solutions in the embodiments of this application with reference to the
accompanying drawings in the embodiments of this application The invention is defined in the independent claims.
Advantageous embodiments are set out in the dependent claims.
[0024] The embodiments of this application may be applied to a wireless local area network (Wireless Local Area
Network, WLAN). Currently, standards used for a WLAN are the IEEE 802.11 series. The WLAN may include a plurality
of basic service sets (Basic Service Set, BSS), and network nodes in a basic service set are STAs. STAs include access
point stations (Access Point, AP) and non access point stations (Non-AP STA, None Access Point Station). Each basic
service set may include one AP and a plurality of non-AP STAs associated with the AP.
[0025] The AP is also known as a wireless access point, a hot spot, or the like. The AP is an access point for a mobile
user to access a wired network, and is mainly deployed at home, or inside a building or a campus, with a coverage
radius typically of tens to hundreds of meters. Certainly, the AP may alternatively be deployed outdoors. The AP is
equivalent to a bridge connecting a wired network and a wireless network. Main functions of the AP are connecting
wireless network clients together, and connecting the wireless network to the Ethernet. Specifically, the AP may be a
terminal device or a network device provided with a Wireless Fidelity (Wireless Fidelity, Wi-Fi) chip. Optionally, the AP
may be a device supporting the 802.11ax standard. Further, optionally, the AP may be a device supporting a plurality
of WLAN standards such as 802.11ac, 802.11n, 802.11g, 802.11b, and 802.11a.
[0026] The non-AP STA may be a wireless communications chip, a wireless sensor, or a wireless communications
terminal. For example, the non-AP STA is a mobile phone supporting a Wi-Fi communication function, a tablet computer
supporting a Wi-Fi communication function, a set top box supporting a Wi-Fi communication function, a smart TV sup-
porting a Wi-Fi communication function, a smart wearable device supporting a Wi-Fi communication function, an in-
vehicle communications device supporting a Wi-Fi communication function, or a computer supporting a Wi-Fi commu-
nication function. Optionally, the station may support the 802.11ax standard. Further, optionally, the station supports a
plurality of WLAN standards such as 802.11ac, 802.11n, 802.11g, 802.11b, and 802.11a.
[0027] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system in a typical WLAN deployment scenario, including one AP and three
STAs. The AP communicates with a STA1, a STA2, and a STA3 separately.
[0028] In the WLAN system 802.11ax into which an OFDMA technology is adopted, the AP may perform uplink and
downlink transmission with different STAs on different time-frequency resources. The AP may perform uplink and downlink
transmission in different modes, for example, a single-user multiple-input multiple-output (Single-User Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output, SU-MIMO) mode in OFDMA or a multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (Multi-User Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output, MU-MIMO) mode in OFDMA.
[0029] The AP may simultaneously send downlink physical layer protocol data units (Physical Layer Protocol Data
Unit, PPDU) to a plurality of stations or a plurality of station groups. Herein, the plurality of stations may be stations in
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the SU-MIMO mode, and the plurality of station groups may be station groups in the MU-MIMO mode.
[0030] It should be noted that, in a future possible WLAN standard, a name of the standard, a name of a field, or the
like may be any substitution, and shall not be construed as a limitation on the protection scope of this application. The
description of the PPDU is also applicable to all the embodiments.
[0031] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to an embodiment of this
application. The following details the method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to this embodiment of
this application with reference to FIG. 2.
[0032] 101. An AP generates a plurality of first MAC frames corresponding to a plurality of stations STAs.
[0033] The AP generates the plurality of first MAC frames, and each first MAC frame is corresponding to one STA.
Each first MAC frame may carry a TWT parameter of a STA corresponding to the first MAC frame. The STA may
determine a wake time based on the TWT parameter. Specifically, when the STA determines the TWT parameter, the
wake time of the STA is also determined. The first MAC frame may alternatively carry instruction information, and the
instruction information is used to instructa STA corresponding to the first MAC frame to send a TWT parameter of the
STA to the AP.
[0034] In other words, the AP may specify a TWT parameter of a STA, or may instruct a STA to determine a TWT
parameter by itself and notify the AP of the TWT parameter.
[0035] It should be noted that the plurality of STAs in this embodiment of this application are STAs that need to perform
TWT negotiation, but not all STAs in a cell.
[0036] 102. The AP sends a corresponding first MAC frame to each of the plurality of STAs simultaneously.
[0037] Optionally, the AP may send the plurality of first MAC frames to the plurality of STAs by using an orthogonal
frequency division multiple access OFDMA technology. Optionally, the AP may alternatively send the plurality of first
MAC frames to the plurality of STAs by using a multi-user multiple-input multiple-output MU-MIMO technology. In addition,
the AP may alternatively send the plurality of first MAC frames to the plurality of STAs by using both an OFDMA technology
and an MU-MIMO technology. A manner of sending downlink MAC frames of multiple users by the AP is not limited in
this application.
[0038] 103. Each of the plurality of STAs determines a TWT parameter of the STA based on the corresponding first
MAC frame.
[0039] For example, the TWT parameter determined by the STA may be a TWT parameter added by the AP to the
corresponding first MAC frame. For another example, the STA may determine the TWT parameter by itself based on
the instruction information carried in the first MAC frame.
[0040] According to the method for negotiating a TWT in this embodiment of this application, the AP can simultaneously
negotiate with the plurality of STAs a TWT parameter of each STA by sending the corresponding first MAC frame to
each of the plurality of STAs simultaneously. In this way, a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT
parameter with only one STA at a time can be overcome. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0041] It should be noted that, stations STAs shown in FIG. 2 represent a plurality of STAs, and information sent by
the stations STAs to the AP may be information sent by some of the STAs, or may be information sent by all of the STAs.
In the following descriptions, FIG. 5 and FIG. 7 are similar to FIG. 2 and further explanation is not given.
[0042] Optionally, after receiving the TWT parameter sent by the AP, the STA may not reply to the AP. In this case,
the AP may consider by default that the STA has correctly received the TWT parameter, and is to stay awake in an
agreed time to receive data sent by the AP.
[0043] Optionally, each of the plurality of first MAC frames may further carry trigger information of the corresponding
STA, and the trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of the corresponding
STA.
[0044] Resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of a STA may include a resource block indication
used, a modulation and coding scheme required, a quantity of spatial flows, a length of a physical protocol data unit
(Physical Protocol Data Unit, PPDU), and the like when the STA performs multi-user uplink transmission.
[0045] Optionally, the method may further include: 104. The AP receives acknowledgment information sent by some
or all of the plurality of STAs based on corresponding trigger information when the some or all of the first STAs determine
TWT parameters carried in corresponding first MAC frames. The acknowledgment information may be acknowledgment
(Acknowledgement, ACK) frames sent by the some or all of the plurality STAs, or may be acknowledgment information
carried in a given field in data frames sent by the some or all of the plurality of STAs. A specific form of the acknowledgment
information is not limited in this application.
[0046] Optionally, the method may further include: 105. The AP receives second MAC frames sent by some or all of
the plurality of STAs based on corresponding trigger information and instruction information that is carried in corresponding
first MAC frames, where the second MAC frame carries a TWT parameter determined by a corresponding STA.
[0047] In this embodiment of this application, a given field in the first MAC frame may be used to carry the trigger
information. When receiving a TWT parameter sent by the AP, a STA may send an ACK frame to the AP on a corresponding
resource block based on resource scheduling information of the STA. This indicates that the STA has successfully
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received a first MAC frame corresponding to the STA and accepts the TWT parameter indicated by the AP.
[0048] When receiving instruction information sent by the AP, the STA may determine a TWT parameter by itself, and
send, to the AP, a second MAC frame that carries the TWT parameter. After receiving the second MAC frame, the AP
may learn of the TWT parameter determined by the STA. In this case, the AP may not reply to the STA to acknowledge
by default that the TWT parameter has been correctly received, and may send data to the STA as agreed. Alternatively,
the AP may send an ACK frame to the corresponding STA. In addition, if the AP does not accept the TWT parameter
determined by the STA, the AP may send a negative acknowledgment (Negative Acknowledgement, NACK) response
to the corresponding STA. Then, a next round of negotiation may be performed.
[0049] Optionally, the method may further include: 106. The AP sends trigger information to first STAs in the plurality
of STAs, where the trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of each of the
first STAs. In this case, the AP may receive ACK frames sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger
information when the some or all of the first STAs determine TWT parameters carried in corresponding first MAC frames.
The AP may alternatively receive second MAC frames sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information
and instruction information that is carried in corresponding first MAC frames, where the second MAC frame carries a
TWT parameter determined by a corresponding STA.
[0050] When sending the trigger information to the STA, the AP may separately send a trigger frame after sending
the first MAC frame. The trigger frame carries the trigger information. The AP may alternatively aggregate and send a
first MAC frame and a trigger frame together by using an aggregate MAC protocol data unit (Aggregate MAC Protocol
Data Unit, A-MPDU), where the trigger frame carries the trigger information. A manner of sending the trigger information
by the AP is not limited in this application.
[0051] The first STAs may be the plurality of STAs or some of the plurality of STAs. That is, the AP may send trigger
information to the plurality of STAs, or may send trigger information to some of the plurality of STAs. Specifically, after
receiving the corresponding first MAC frame sent by the AP, each of the plurality of STAs may make a reply based on
respective trigger information. To be specific, the STA replies with an ACK frame or a second MAC frame based on
information carried in the first MAC frame. Alternatively, a STA in the plurality of STAs first makes a reply, and then,
another STA makes a corresponding reply based on corresponding trigger information.
[0052] In the foregoing embodiment, the STA may reply to the AP by using a data frame that includes the acknowl-
edgment information. When the AP aggregates and sends the first MAC frame and the trigger frame together by using
the A-MPDU, where the trigger frame carries the trigger information, the STA may alternatively make a reply by using
a block acknowledgment (Block Acknowledgement, BA) frame. This is not specifically limited in this application.
[0053] Optionally, in this embodiment of this application, the AP may send, to each STA, a MAC frame that carries a
TWT information element (Information Element) IE described in Table 1. A TWT parameter is given in a corresponding
field in the TWT IE. Alternatively, in a corresponding field in the TWT IE, the STA is instructed to give a TWT parameter.
[0054] Some frame formats of the TWT IE are described in Table 1.

[0055] As described in Table 1, some fields of the TWT IE are set as follows:

TWT request: 0 indicates a TWT sent from a requesting side; 1 indicates a TWT replied by a responding side.
Implicit: 0 indicates an explicit TWT; 1 indicates an implicit TWT.
TWT flow identifier: indicating a negotiated TWT number. The AP may negotiate a plurality of wake times with one
STA, and may negotiate a TWT start time, TWT duration, a channel parameter used in a wake period, and the like.

[0056] A TWT setup command field in a TWT IE of the requesting side is set as follows:

0: Request TWT, indicating that the requesting side requests the responding side to give a TWT parameter;
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1: Suggest TWT, indicating that the requesting side gives a suggested TWT parameter, and may accept a parameter
given by the responding side; and
2: Demand TWT, indicating that the requesting side gives a mandatory TWT parameter, and does not accept a
parameter given by the responding side.

[0057] A TWT setup command field in a TWT IE of the responding side is set as follows:

3: TWT grouping, indicating that the responding side gives a parameter of a TWT group, and the parameter given
by responding side is different from that given by the requesting side;
4: Accept TWT, indicating that the responding side accepts a parameter given by the requesting side, and that a
TWT setup is successful;
5: Alternate TWT, indicating that the responding side gives a parameter different from a parameter given by the
requesting side, and may accept the parameter given by the requesting side;
6: Dictate TWT, indicating that the responding side gives a parameter different from a parameter given by the
requesting side, and does not accept the parameter given by the requesting side; and
7: Reject TWT, indicating that the responding side rejects a TWT setup, and that the TWT setup fails.

[0058] 4, 5, or 6 is sent only when the TWT setup command field in the MAC frame returned by the responding side
is neither 3 nor 7, and in this case, the requesting side continues to send a MAC frame that carries a TWT IE, to perform
negotiation.
[0059] The following describes, with reference to FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, the method for negotiating a target wake time
TWT according to this embodiment of this application by using an example.
[0060] Now, the following scenario is assumed: There are five STAs, which are a STA1, a STA2, a STA3, a STA4,
and a STA5, respectively. An AP needs to deliver three multicast frames: a multicast frame 1, a multicast frame 2, and
a multicast frame 3. The multicast frame 1 is sent to the STA1 and the STA2, the multicast frame 2 is sent to the STA1
and the STA3, and the multicast frame 3 is sent to the STA1, the STA2, and the STA3.
[0061] In wake times of the STAs shown in FIG. 3, the AP sends, in an OFDMA mode to the STAs that need to receive
a multicast frame, MAC frames that carry a TWT IE, to perform negotiation, giving TWT parameters or requesting the
STAs to give TWT parameters. Moreover, a MAC frame sent to one STA may carry a plurality of TWT IEs. That is, the
AP may negotiate a plurality of TWT SPs with one STA at a time. As shown in FIG. 3, the AP sends a trigger frame
(Trigger Frame, TF) by using an A-MPDU, to indicate resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of the
STA. The STAs check whether their own TWT IEs exist in these MAC frames. When the STA4 does not find its own
MAC frame, the STA4 goes to sleep or stays awake all the time. The STA5 receives a MAC frame, but the MAC frame
does not carry a TWT IE. The STA5 does not need to negotiate a TWT with the AP now. For example, the MAC frame
may be a data frame sent by the AP to the STA5. In this case, the STA5 receives the MAC frame, but does not need to
negotiate a TWT with the AP. After correctly receiving the data frame, the STA5 makes a reply by sending an ACK frame
to the AP. The STA1, the STA2, and the STA3 obtain TWT IEs sent to them. Then, after the STA1, the STA2, and the
STA3 reply, on respective resource blocks, with ACK frames or MAC frames that carry a TWT IE, their respective TWTs
are set up, and the STA1, the STA2, and the STA3 are awake in predetermined times to receive multicast frames.
Specifically, the STA1 stays awake in a service period SP1.1 to receive the multicast frame 1, the multicast frame 2,
and the multicast frame 3. The STA2 stays awake in service periods SP2.1 and SP2.2 to receive the multicast frame 1
and the multicast frame 3. The STA3 stays awake in a service period SP3.1 to receive the multicast frame 2 and the
multicast frame 3.
[0062] A specific process of negotiation by the AP in the OFDMA mode is shown in FIG. 4. A MAC frame sent by the
AP to the STA2 carries two TWT IEs, and TWT flow identifiers of the two TWT IEs are 1 and 2. Then, each STA replies
with a MAC frame on a corresponding resource block according to an instruction of a trigger frame. A MAC frame returned
by the STA2 carries two TWT IEs, and both the two TWT IEs indicate that the STA2 accepts a TWT parameter given
by the AP.
[0063] Therefore, according to the method for negotiating a TWT in this embodiment of this application, the AP can
simultaneously negotiate with the plurality of STAs a TWT parameter of each STA by sending the corresponding first
MAC frame to each of the plurality of STAs simultaneously. In this way, a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate
a TWT parameter with only one STA at a time can be overcome. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0064] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to another embodiment of
this application. The following details the method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to this embodiment
of this application with reference to FIG. 5.
[0065] 401. An AP sends trigger information to a plurality of stations STAs.
[0066] The trigger information may instruct at least two STAs to send first MAC frames to the AP. The first MAC frame
may carry a TWT parameter of a corresponding STA, or may carry instruction information. The instruction information
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is used to instructthe AP to send, to a corresponding STA, a second MAC frame that carries a TWT parameter of the
corresponding STA.
[0067] In addition, the trigger information may indicate by default that the STA is free to select whether to send a first
MAC frame that carries a TWT parameter.
[0068] The trigger information may further include resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of a STA.
The resource scheduling information may include a resource block indication used, a modulation and coding scheme
required, a quantity of spatial flows, a length of a physical protocol data unit, and the like when the STA performs multi-
user uplink transmission.
[0069] 402. The AP receives a first MAC frame sent by each of some or all of the plurality of STAs based on the trigger
information.
[0070] The some or all of the plurality STAs may send the first MAC frames by using at least one of an OFDMA
technology and an MU-MIMO technology. In addition, the some or all of the plurality of STAs may alternatively send the
first MAC frames by using both an OFDMA technology and an MU-MIMO technology.
[0071] According to the method for negotiating a TWT in this embodiment of this application, the plurality of STAs are
triggered by the AP to proactively and simultaneously initiate TWT negotiation. In this way, the AP can simultaneously
negotiate TWTs with the plurality of STAs, so that a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter
with only one STA at a time can be overcome. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0072] Optionally, the method may further include: 403. The AP sends acknowledgment information to a corresponding
STA based on a TWT parameter of the STA carried in a first MAC frame.
[0073] That the AP sends the acknowledgment information to the STA indicates that the AP has correctly received
the TWT parameter sent by the STA and accepts the TWT parameter given by the STA. The acknowledgment information
may be an acknowledgment ACK frame sent by the AP to the STA. Alternatively, the acknowledgment information may
be sent by the AP to the STA by using a given field in a sent data frame.
[0074] In addition, when receiving the TWT parameter sent by the STA, the AP may not reply to the STA. In this case,
the STA may consider by default that the AP has correctly received the TWT parameter, and is to stay awake in an
agreed time to receive data sent by the AP.
[0075] Optionally, the method may further include: 404. The AP sends a second MAC frame to a corresponding STA
based on instruction information carried in a first MAC frame.
[0076] The AP may specify a TWT parameter of the STA based on the instruction information, and send, to the STA,
a second MAC frame that carries the TWT parameter. After receiving the second MAC frame, the STA may not reply to
the AP. In this case, the AP may consider by default that the STA has correctly received the TWT parameter, and is to
stay awake in an agreed time to receive data sent by the AP. In addition, after receiving the second MAC frame, the
STA may alternatively send acknowledgment information to the AP. This indicates that the STA has correctly received
the TWT parameter, and is to stay awake in an agreed time to receive data sent by the AP.
[0077] Optionally, in this embodiment of this application, the STA may send, to the AP, a MAC frame that carries a
TWT IE. A TWT parameter is given in a corresponding field in the TWT IE. Alternatively, in a corresponding field in the
TWT IE, the AP is instructed to give a TWT parameter.
[0078] The following describes, with reference to FIG. 6, the method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according
to this embodiment of this application by using an example.
[0079] Now, the following scenario is assumed: There are five STAs, which are a STA1, a STA2, a STA3, a STA4,
and a STA5, respectively. An AP needs to deliver three multicast frames: a multicast frame 1, a multicast frame 2, and
a multicast frame 3. The multicast frame 1 is sent to the STA1 and the STA2, the multicast frame 2 is sent to the STA1
and the STA3, and the multicast frame 3 is sent to the STA1, the STA2, and the STA3.
[0080] As shown in FIG. 6, the AP sends a trigger frame TF to the STA1, the STA2, and the STA3, to instruct the
STA1, the STA2, and the STA3 to transmit uplink MAC frames that carry a TWT IE. The AP also sends a trigger frame
TF to the STA5, to indicate that the STA5 does not need to negotiate a TWT with the AP. The STA5 may transmit an
uplink data-type MAC frame based on the trigger frame TF. Because the STA4 does not need to receive a multicast
frame, the TF frame sent by the AP may indicate that the STA4 does not need to send a MAC frame that carries a TWT
IE, to perform TWT negotiation. Then, the STA4 enters a sleep state or a wake state. The STA1, the STA2, and the
STA3 send, on respective resource blocks and in an OFDMA mode, MAC frames that carry a TWT IE, giving their TWT
parameters or requesting the AP to give TWT parameters. The STA5 sends a data-type MAC frame on a resource block
of the STA5. The AP then replies, to the STA1, the STA2, and the STA3, with ACK frames or MAC frames that carry a
TWT IE, to perform negotiation, and sends an ACK frame to the STA5 to make an acknowledgment reply. The, the
STA1, the STA2, and the STA3 stay awake in predetermined TWT SPs to receive their multicast frames, and the STA5
enters a sleep state or wake state. Specifically, the STA1 stays awake in a service period SP1.1 to receive the multicast
frame 1, the multicast frame 2, and the multicast frame 3. The STA2 stays awake in service periods SP2.1 and SP2.2
to receive the multicast frame 1 and the multicast frame 3. The STA3 stays awake in a service period SP3.1 to receive
the multicast frame 2 and the multicast frame 3.
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[0081] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to still another embodiment
of this application. The following details the method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to this embodiment
of this application with reference to FIG. 7.
[0082] 601. An AP generates a first MAC frame, where the first MAC frame carries a plurality of pieces of target wake
time TWT information that are corresponding to first stations STAs in a plurality of STAs in a one-to-one manner.
[0083] The first STAs may be all of the plurality of STAs or some of the plurality of STAs. The first MAC frame may
carry TWT information of the plurality of STAs, or TWT information of only some of the plurality of STAs. The TWT
information may be a TWT parameter of a corresponding STA, or instruction information for instructing a corresponding
STA to send a TWT parameter of the STA to the AP.
[0084] In this embodiment of this application, the first MAC frame may be a beacon frame sent by the AP. This is not
limited in this application.
[0085] 602. The AP sends the first MAC frame to the plurality of STAs, where the first MAC frame is used for each of
the first STAs to determine a TWT parameter of the STA based on corresponding TWT information.
[0086] The AP broadcasts the first MAC frame to the plurality of STAs, and after receiving the first MAC frame, a STA
determines a TWT parameter of the STA based on TWT information that is in the first MAC frame and that is corresponding
to the STA. The STA may determine the TWT parameter that is in the first MAC frame and that is corresponding to the
STA, as a final TWT parameter. That is, a TWT SP is determined. Alternatively, if the first MAC frame carries instruction
information, the STA may determine the TWT parameter by itself, and send the TWT parameter to the AP.
[0087] It should be noted that TWT parameters that are of the STAs and that may be carried in the first MAC frame
may be the same or different. In other words, all the STAs may stay awake in a same time period or may stay awake in
different time periods, to receive data sent by the AP.
[0088] According to the method for negotiating a TWT in this embodiment of this application, the AP can simultaneously
negotiate TWTs with some or all of the plurality of STAs by sending, to the plurality of STAs, TWT information of the
some or all of the plurality of STAs, so that a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter with
only one STA at a time can be overcome. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0089] Optionally, in step 601, the AP may generate the first MAC frame by aggregating a plurality of MAC frames
that are corresponding to the first STAs in a one-to-one manner. That is, a multiple destination aggregate MAC protocol
data unit (Multiple Destination Aggregate MAC Protocol Data Unit, MD-A-MPDU) may be used to directly carry TWT
information of the plurality of STAs. Destination addresses of the plurality of aggregated MAC frames point to different
STAs, and a STA may identify, based on a receiver address of a MAC frame, whether TWT information carried in the
MD-A-MPDU is sent to the STA.
[0090] Optionally, in step 601, the AP may generate the first MAC frame by generating a first information element that
carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information. The first information element may include a plurality of first fields and
a plurality of second fields, each first field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs,
and each second field defines TWT information corresponding to the ith STA.
[0091] For example, the first information element may be the TWT IE described in Table 1. As described in Table 2,
an IE used for multi-user TWT negotiation may be generated by re-defining the TWT IE described in Table 1.

[0092] The AP may negotiate TWTs with some or all of the plurality of STAs by sending, to the plurality of STAs, a
first MAC frame that carries the IE used for multi-user TWT negotiation. For example, the STA1 may obtain, based on
the "unique identifier of STA1" field in Table 2, TWT information corresponding to the STA1, that is, content in the "TWT
information" field following the "unique identifier of STA1" field. Likewise, the STA2 may obtain, based on the "unique
identifier of STA2" field in Table 2, TWT information corresponding to the STA2. Further, the STA1 and the STA2 may
negotiate TWTs with the AP based on the TWT parameter in the TWT information or based on the instruction information.
If a STA, for example, the STA4, finds no "unique identifier of STA4" field in Table 2, the STA does not negotiate a TWT
parameter with the AP, and then goes to sleep or stays awake all the time.
[0093] Optionally, as shown in FIG. 7, the method may further include: 603. The AP sends trigger information to the
first STAs, where the trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of each of the
first STAs. The STA may reply to the AP based on the corresponding resource scheduling information.
[0094] Optionally, in step 601, the AP generates the first MAC frame by generating a trigger frame that carries the
plurality of pieces of TWT information. The trigger frame may include a plurality of third fields, fourth fields, and fifth
fields, each third field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs, each fourth field defines
resource scheduling information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each fifth field defines TWT information

Table 2 IE used for multi-user TWT negotiation

Element 
identifier Length

Unique identifier of 
STA1

TWT 
information

Unique identifier of 
STA2

TWT 
information ...
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corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs.
[0095] For example, the trigger frame may be a trigger frame used for multi-user TWT negotiation described in Table
3. A field of a unique identifier ID of the ith STA may precede a field defining resource scheduling information of the STA
and a field defining TWT information of the STA. For example, the "unique identifier of STA2" field in Table 3 precedes
a resource scheduling information field and a "TWT information" field of the STA2. The AP may negotiate a plurality of
SPs with the STA2, and may define the "TWT information 1" field, the "TWT information 2" field, and the "TWT information
3" field that follow the resource scheduling information field of the STA2, as TWT information of the STA2.
[0096] Resource scheduling information of a STA may include a resource block indication used, a modulation and
coding scheme required, a quantity of spatial flows, a length of a physical protocol data unit, and the like when the STA
performs multi-user uplink transmission.
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[0097] Optionally, in step 601, the AP generates the first MAC frame by generating a second information element that
carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information. The second information element includes a plurality of sixth fields,
and each sixth field defines TWT information corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs. The MAC frame may further
include a plurality of seventh fields and a plurality of eighth fields. Each seventh field defines a unique identifier ID
corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each eighth field defines resource scheduling information corresponding
to the ith STAin the first STAs.
[0098] For example, the second information element may be the TWT IE described in Table 1. A MAC frame used for
multi-user TWT negotiation is described in Table 4. TWT information of a STA may be defined in the MAC frame. For
example, TWT information of the STA1 may be defined in the field "TWT information (STA1)", and TWT information of
the STA2 may be defined in the field "TWT information 1 (STA2)", the field "TWT information 2 (STA2)", and the field
"TWT information 3 (STA2)". In this case, the AP may negotiate three same or different TWT SPs with the STA2.
[0099] In addition, some fields in the first MAC frame may also be used to define a unique identifier of a STA and
resource scheduling information of the STA. The resource scheduling information of the STA may include a resource
block indication used, a modulation and coding scheme required, a quantity of spatial flows, a length of a PPDU, and
the like when the STA performs multi-user uplink transmission. The field defining the unique identifier of the STA may
follow a field defining resource scheduling information of the STA, and a field defining TWT information of the STA in
the MAC frame may have a same ordinal position as a previous field defining a unique identifier of the STA.
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[0100] Optionally, the first MAC frame may further include a group identifier field, and the group identifier field indicates
a group to which each STA belongs.
[0101] For example, as described in Table 5, in an IE that is used for multi-user TWT negotiation and that includes a
group identifier, a "group identifier" field may be defined, representing a group to which a STA that requires TWT
negotiation belongs.

[0102] In this embodiment of this application, a "group identifier" field may also be defined in the fields in the IE or the
MAC frame described in Table 2 to Table 4. For brevity, details are not described herein.
[0103] In the prior art, a TWT SP common to STAs in one TWT group may be configured by using a "TWT group
assignment" field in a TWT IE in 802.11ah. The AP classifies several STAs into a group, referred to as a TWT group. A
TWT SP in which this group of STAs are all awake is defined by using the "TWT group assignment" field, and the group
is indicated by a group identifier. A STA learns of, from a group identifier, which group the STA belongs to, and only
needs to be awake in a predetermined wake time of the group.
[0104] However, in the prior art, TWT SPs of STAs in a same group are the same, lacking flexibility. In this embodiment
of this application, TWT SPs of STAs in a same group may be the same or different, providing higher flexibility.
[0105] In addition, in subsequent TWT negotiation, the AP may perform TWT negotiation with a grouped STA and a
newly scheduled STA simultaneously. This can improve negotiation efficiency and save energy of a STA.
[0106] Optionally, as shown in FIG. 7, the method may further include: 604. The AP receives acknowledgment infor-
mation sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information when the some or all of the first STAs
determine corresponding TWT parameters carried in the first MAC frame.
[0107] Specifically, when receiving a TWT parameter sent by the AP, a STA may send an acknowledgment to the AP.
This indicates that the STA has correctly received the TWT parameter and accepts the TWT parameter, and is to stay
awake in a TWT SP indicated by the TWT parameter, to receive data sent by the AP. In addition, the STA may alternatively
not rely to the AP, and the AP considers by default that the STA has correctly received and accepts the TWT parameter.
Then, the AP sends data to the STA in a TWT SP indicated by the TWT parameter.
[0108] Optionally, as shown in FIG. 7, the method may further include: 605. The AP receives second MAC frames
sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information and corresponding instruction information that is
carried in the first MAC frame, where TWT information carried in the second MAC frame carries a TWT parameter
determined by a corresponding STA.
[0109] Specifically, when receiving instruction information sent by the AP, a STA may determine a TWT parameter
by itself, and send, to the AP, a second MAC frame that carries the TWT parameter determined by the STA, so as to
negotiate a TWT with the AP. After receiving the second MAC frame, the AP may reply with acknowledgment information,
indicating that the negotiation is successful. Afterwards, the AP sends data to the STA in a TWT SP indicated by the
TWT parameter.
[0110] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to an embodiment of this
application. The following details the method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to this embodiment of
this application with reference to FIG. 8.
[0111] 701. A STA receives trigger information sent by an access point AP, where the trigger information is used to
instructthe STA to send a first media access control MAC frame corresponding to the STA to the AP.
[0112] 702. The STA sends a first MAC frame to the AP based on the trigger information, where the first MAC frame
carries a target wake time TWT parameter of the STA or instruction information for instructing the AP to send a TWT
parameter to the STA, and the TWT parameter is used for the AP to send acknowledgment information to the STA.
[0113] Optionally, the STA may send the first MAC frame to the AP based on the trigger information by using at least
one of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access OFDMA technology and a multi-user multiple-input multiple-
output MU-MIMO technology.
[0114] Optionally, the method further includes: 703. The STA receives acknowledgment information sent by the AP
based on the TWT parameter of the STA carried in the first MAC frame.
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[0115] Optionally, the method further includes: 704. The STA receives a second MAC frame that carries the TWT
parameter of the STA and that is sent by the AP based on the instruction information carried in the first MAC frame.
[0116] In this embodiment of this application, a STA in a plurality of STAs may be triggered by the AP to negotiate a
TWT with the AP. When the STA negotiates the TWT with the AP, another STA may also be triggered by the AP to
negotiate a TWT with the AP. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0117] The foregoing has detailed the method for negotiating a target wake time TWT according to the embodiments
of this application with reference to FIG. 2 to FIG. 8. The following describes an access point AP according to the
embodiments of this application with reference to FIG. 9 to FIG. 11.
[0118] FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of an access point AP 800 according to an embodiment of this application.
The access point AP 800 may include a generation unit 810 and a sending unit 820.
[0119] The generation unit 810 may generate a plurality of first media access control MAC frames, where the plurality
of first MAC frames are corresponding to a plurality of stations STAs in a one-to-one manner, and each of the plurality
of first MAC frames carries a target wake time TWT parameter of a corresponding STA or instruction information for
instructing a corresponding STA to send a TWT parameter.
[0120] The sending unit 820 may send, to each of the plurality of STAs simultaneously, a corresponding first MAC
frame generated by the generation unit 810, where the first MAC frame is used to determine a TWT parameter with a
STA corresponding to the first MAC frame.
[0121] According to this embodiment of this application, the AP can simultaneously negotiate with the plurality of STAs
a TWT parameter of each STA by sending the corresponding first MAC frame to each of the plurality of STAs simulta-
neously. In this way, a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter with only one STA at a time
can be overcome. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0122] Optionally, the sending unit 820 may be specifically configured to send the corresponding first MAC frame to
each of the plurality of STAs simultaneously by using at least one of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access
OFDMA technology and a multi-user multiple-input multiple-output MU-MIMO technology.
[0123] Optionally, each of the plurality of first MAC frames carries trigger information of the corresponding STA, and
the trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of the corresponding STA. In
this case, the access point AP 800 may further include: a first receiving unit, configured to receive acknowledgment
information sent by some or all STAs of the plurality of STAs based on the corresponding trigger information when the
some or all of the first STAs determine TWT parameters carried in corresponding first MAC frames, and/or receive
second MAC frames sent by some or all of the plurality of STAs based on corresponding trigger information and instruction
information that is carried in corresponding first MAC frames, where the second MAC frame carries a TWT parameter
determined by a corresponding STA.
[0124] Optionally, the sending unit 820 is further configured to send trigger information to first STAs in the plurality of
STAs, where the trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of each of the first
STAs. In this case, the access point AP 800 may further include: a second receiving unit, configured to receive acknowl-
edgment information sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information when the some or all of the
first STAs determine TWT parameters carried in corresponding first MAC frames, and/or receive second MAC frames
sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information and instruction information that is carried in
corresponding first MAC frames, where the second MAC frame carries a TWT parameter determined by a corresponding
STA.
[0125] Optionally, the sending unit 820 may be specifically configured to send trigger information of corresponding
STAs in the first STAs by sending corresponding aggregate MAC protocol data units to the first STAs, where the aggregate
MAC protocol data unit includes a first MAC frame and a trigger frame of a corresponding STA, and the trigger frame
carries trigger information of the corresponding STA.
[0126] It should be understood that the access point AP 800 herein is embodied in a form of a functional unit. The
term "unit" herein may be an application-specific integrated circuit (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC), an
electronic circuit, a processor configured to execute one or more software or firmware programs (for example, a shared
processor, a dedicated processor, or a group processor) and a memory, or a merged logic circuit and/or another appro-
priate component supporting the described functions. In an optional example, a person skilled in the art may understand
that the access point AP 800 may be specifically the access point AP in the method shown in FIG 2, and the access
point AP 800 may be configured to perform the procedures and/steps corresponding to the access point AP that are in
the method shown in FIG. 2. To avoid repetition, details are not described herein again.
[0127] FIG. 10 is a schematic block diagram of an access point AP 900 according to another embodiment of this
application. The access point AP 900 may include a sending unit 910 and a receiving unit 920.
[0128] The sending unit 910 may send trigger information to a plurality of stations STAs, where the trigger information
is used to instructeach of some or all of the plurality of STAs to send a first media access control MAC frame corresponding
to the STA.
[0129] The receiving unit 920 may receive the first MAC frame sent by each of the some or all of the plurality of STAs
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based on the trigger information sent by the sending unit 910, where the first MAC frame carries a target wake time TWT
parameter of the corresponding STA or instruction information for instructing the AP to send a TWT parameter to the
corresponding STA, the TWT parameter is used to negotiate a TWT of the corresponding STA, and the instruction
information is used to instruct the AP to send, to the corresponding STA, a second MAC frame that carries the TWT
parameter of the corresponding STA.
[0130] According to this embodiment of this application, the plurality of STAs are triggered by the AP to proactively
and simultaneously initiate TWT negotiation. In this way, the AP can simultaneously negotiate TWTs with the plurality
of STAs, so that a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter with only one STA at a time can
be overcome. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0131] Optionally, the receiving unit 920 may be specifically configured to receive the first MAC frames sent by the
some or all of the plurality of STAs based on the trigger information by using at least one of an orthogonal frequency
division multiple access OFDMA technology and a multi-user multiple-input multiple-output MU-MIMO technology.
[0132] Optionally, the sending unit 910 may be further configured to send acknowledgment information to the corre-
sponding STA based on the TWT parameter of the STA carried in the first MAC frame, or send the second MAC frame
to the corresponding STA based on the instruction information carried in the first MAC frame.
[0133] It should be understood that the access point AP 900 herein is embodied in a form of a functional unit. The
term "unit" herein may be an application-specific integrated circuit (Application Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC), an
electronic circuit, a processor configured to execute one or more software or firmware programs (for example, a shared
processor, a dedicated processor, or a group processor) and a memory, or a merged logic circuit and/or another appro-
priate component supporting the described functions. In an optional example, a person skilled in the art may understand
that the access point AP 900 may be specifically the access point AP in the method shown in FIG 5, and the access
point AP 900 may be configured to perform the procedures and/steps corresponding to the access point AP that are in
the method shown in FIG. 5. To avoid repetition, details are not described herein again.
[0134] FIG. 11 is a schematic block diagram of an access point AP 1000 according to another embodiment of this
application. The access point AP 1000 may include a generation unit 1010 and a sending unit 1020.
[0135] The generation unit 1010 may generate a first media access control MAC frame, where the first MAC frame
carries a plurality of pieces of target wake time TWT information that are corresponding to first station STAs in a plurality
of STAs in a one-to-one manner.
[0136] The sending unit 1020 may send, to the plurality of STAs, the first MAC frame generated by the generation unit
1010, where the first MAC frame is used for each of the first STAs to determine a TWT parameter of the STA based on
corresponding TWT information.
[0137] According to this embodiment of this application, the AP can simultaneously negotiate TWTs with some or all
of the plurality of STAs by sending, to the plurality of STAs, TWT information of the some or all of the plurality of STAs,
so that a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter with only one STA at a time can be overcome.
Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0138] Optionally, the generation unit 1010 may be specifically configured to generate the first MAC frame by aggre-
gating a plurality of MAC frames that are corresponding to the first STAs in a one-to-one manner.
[0139] Optionally, the generation unit 1010 may be specifically configured to generate the first MAC frame by generating
a first information element that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information, where the first information element
includes a plurality of first fields and a plurality of second fields, each first field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding
to an ith STA in the first STAs, and each second field defines TWT information corresponding to the ith STA.
[0140] Optionally, the generation unit 1010 may be specifically configured to generate the first MAC frame by generating
a trigger frame that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information, where the trigger frame includes a plurality of third
fields, fourth fields, and fifth fields, each third field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding to an ith STA in the first
STAs, each fourth field defines resource scheduling information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each
fifth field defines TWT information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs.
[0141] Optionally, the generation unit 1010 may be specifically configured to generate the first MAC frame by generating
a second information element that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information, where the second information
element includes a plurality of sixth fields, and each sixth field defines TWT information corresponding to an ith STA in
the first STAs; and the MAC frame further includes a plurality of seventh fields and a plurality of eighth fields, where
each seventh field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each eighth field
defines resource scheduling information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs.
[0142] Optionally, an ordinal position of an ith seventh field is corresponding to an ordinal position of a sixth field that
is in the second information element and that defines TWT information of a STA corresponding to the ith seventh field.
[0143] Optionally, the sending unit 1020 may be further configured to send trigger information to the first STAs, where
the trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of each of the first STAs.
[0144] Optionally, the TWT information includes a TWT parameter of a corresponding STA. In this case, the access
point AP 1000 may further include: a first receiving unit, configured to receive acknowledgment information sent by some
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or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information when the some or all of the first STAs determine corresponding
TWT parameters carried in the first MAC frame.
[0145] Optionally, the TWT information includes instruction information for instructing the AP to send the TWT param-
eter to the corresponding STA. In this case, the access point AP 1000 may further include: a second receiving unit,
configured to receive second MAC frames sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information and
corresponding instruction information that is carried in the first MAC frame, where TWT information carried in the second
MAC frame carries a TWT parameter determined by a corresponding STA.
[0146] It should be understood that the access point AP 1000 herein is embodied in a form of a functional unit. The
term "unit" herein may be an application-specific integrated circuit (Application Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC), an
electronic circuit, a processor configured to execute one or more software or firmware programs (for example, a shared
processor, a dedicated processor, or a group processor) and a memory, or a merged logic circuit and/or another appro-
priate component supporting the described functions. In an optional example, a person skilled in the art may understand
that the access point AP 1000 may be specifically the access point AP in the method shown in FIG 7, and the access
point AP 1000 may be configured to perform the procedures and/steps corresponding to the access point AP that are
in the method shown in FIG. 7. To avoid repetition, details are not described herein again.
[0147] FIG. 12 is a schematic block diagram of a station STA 1100 according to another embodiment of this application.
The station STA 1100 may include a receiving unit 1110 and a sending unit 1120.
[0148] The receiving unit 1110 may receive trigger information sent by an access point AP, where the trigger information
is used to instructthe STA to send a first media access control MAC frame corresponding to the STA to the AP.
[0149] The sending unit 1120 may send the first MAC frame to the AP based on the trigger information received by
the receiving unit 1110, where the first MAC frame carries a target wake time TWT parameter of the STA or instruction
information for instructing the AP to send a TWT parameter to the STA, and the TWT parameter is used to negotiate a
TWT of the STA.
[0150] In this embodiment of this application, a STA in a plurality of STAs may be triggered by the AP to negotiate a
TWT with the AP. When the STA negotiates the TWT with the AP, another STA may also be triggered by the AP to
negotiate a TWT with the AP. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0151] Optionally, the sending unit 1120 may be specifically configured to send the first MAC frame to the AP based
on the trigger information by using at least one of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access OFDMA technology
and a multi-user multiple-input multiple-output MU-MIMO technology.
[0152] Optionally, the receiving unit 1110 may be further configured to receive acknowledgment information sent by
the AP based on the TWT parameter of the STA carried in the first MAC frame, or receive a second MAC frame that
carries the TWT parameter of the STA and that is sent by the AP based on the instruction information carried in the first
MAC frame.
[0153] It should be understood that the station STA 1100 herein is embodied in a form of a functional unit. The term
"unit" herein may be an application-specific integrated circuit (Application Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC), an electronic
circuit, a processor configured to execute one or more software or firmware programs (for example, a shared processor,
a dedicated processor, or a group processor) and a memory, or a merged logic circuit and/or another appropriate
component supporting the described functions.
[0154] In an optional example, a person skilled in the art may understand that the station STA 1100 may be specifically
any one of the stations STAs in the methods shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 5, and FIG. 7, or may be the station STA in the
method shown in FIG. 8. The station STA 1100 may be configured to perform the procedures and/or steps that are in
the methods shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 5, and FIG. 7 and that are corresponding to any one of the stations STAs, and may
also be configured to perform the procedures and/or steps corresponding to the station STA that are in the method
shown in FIG. 8. To avoid repetition, details are not described herein again.
[0155] FIG. 13 shows an access point AP 1200 according to an embodiment of this application. The access point AP
1200 includes a transmitter 1210, a receiver 1220, a processor 1230, a memory 1240, and a bus system 1250. The
transmitter 1210, the receiver 1220, the processor 1230, and the memory 1240 are connected by the bus system 1250.
The memory 1240 is configured to store an instruction. The processor 1230 is configured to execute the instruction
stored in the memory 1240, to control the transmitter 1210 to send a signal and control the receiver 1220 to receive a signal.
[0156] The processor 1230 may generate a plurality of first media access control MAC frames, where the plurality of
first MAC frames are corresponding to a plurality of stations STAs in a one-to-one manner, and each of the plurality of
first MAC frames carries a target wake time TWT parameter of a corresponding STA or instruction information for
instructing a corresponding STA to send a TWT parameter.
[0157] The transmitter 1210 may send a corresponding first MAC frame to each of the plurality of STAs simultaneously,
where the first MAC frame is used to determine a TWT parameter with a STA corresponding to the first MAC frame.
[0158] According to this embodiment of this application, the AP can simultaneously negotiate with the plurality of STAs
a TWT parameter of each STA by sending the corresponding first MAC frame to each of the plurality of STAs simulta-
neously. In this way, a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter with only one STA at a time
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can be overcome. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0159] Optionally, the transmitter 1210 may be specifically configured to send the corresponding first MAC frame to
each of the plurality of STAs simultaneously by using at least one of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access
OFDMA technology and a multi-user multiple-input multiple-output MU-MIMO technology.
[0160] Optionally, each of the plurality of first MAC frames carries trigger information of the corresponding STA, and
the trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of the corresponding STA. In
this case, the receiver 1220 may be configured to receive acknowledgment information sent by some or all of the plurality
of STAs based on corresponding trigger information when the some or all of the first STAs determine TWT parameters
carried in corresponding first MAC frames, and/or receive second MAC frames sent by some or all of the plurality of
STAs based on corresponding trigger information and instruction information that is carried in corresponding first MAC
frames, where the second MAC frame carries a TWT parameter determined by a corresponding STA.
[0161] Optionally, the transmitter 1210 may be further configured to send trigger information to first STAs in the plurality
of STAs, where the trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of each of the
first STAs. In this case, the receiver 1220 may be configured to receive acknowledgment information sent by some or
all of the first STAs based on the trigger information when the some or all of the first STAs determine TWT parameters
carried in corresponding first MAC frames, and/or receive second MAC frames sent by some or all of the first STAs
based on the trigger information and instruction information that is carried in corresponding first MAC frames, where the
second MAC frame carries a TWT parameter determined by a corresponding STA.
[0162] Optionally, the transmitter 1210 may be specifically configured to send trigger information of corresponding
STAs in the first STAs by sending corresponding aggregate MAC protocol data units to the first STAs, where the aggregate
MAC protocol data unit includes a first MAC frame and a trigger frame of a corresponding STA, and the trigger frame
carries trigger information of the corresponding STA.
[0163] It should be understood that the access point AP 1200 may be specifically the access point AP 800 in the
foregoing embodiment, and may be configured to perform the steps and/or procedures in the method embodiment shown
in FIG. 2. Optionally, the memory 1240 may include a read-only memory and a random access memory, and provide
an instruction and data to the processor 1230. A part of the memory 1240 may further include a non-volatile random
access memory. For example, the memory may further store device type information. The processor 1230 may be
configured to execute the instruction stored in the memory. When the processor executes the instruction stored in the
memory, the processor is configured to perform the steps and/or procedures in the method embodiment shown in FIG.
2. For brevity, details are not described herein again.
[0164] FIG. 14 shows an access point AP 1300 according to an embodiment of this application. The access point AP
1300 includes a transmitter 1310, a receiver 1320, a processor 1330, a memory 1340, and a bus system 1350. The
transmitter 1310, the receiver 1320, the processor 1330, and the memory 1340 are connected by the bus system 1350.
The memory 1340 is configured to store an instruction. The processor 1330 is configured to execute the instruction
stored in the memory 1340, to control the transmitter 1310 to send a signal and control the receiver 1320 to receive a signal.
[0165] The transmitter 1310 may send trigger information to a plurality of stations STAs, where the trigger information
is used to instructeach of some or all of the plurality of STAs to send a first media access control MAC frame corresponding
to the STA.
[0166] The receiver 1320 may receive the first MAC frame sent by each of the some or all of the plurality of STAs
based on the trigger information, where the first MAC frame carries a target wake time TWT parameter of the corre-
sponding STA or instruction information for instructing the AP to send a TWT parameter to the corresponding STA, the
TWT parameter is used to negotiate a TWT of the corresponding STA, and the instruction information is used to instruct
the AP to send, to the corresponding STA, a second MAC frame that carries the TWT parameter of the corresponding STA.
[0167] According to this embodiment of this application, the plurality of STAs are triggered by the AP to proactively
and simultaneously initiate TWT negotiation. In this way, the AP can simultaneously negotiate TWTs with the plurality
of STAs, so that a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter with only one STA at a time can
be overcome. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0168] Optionally, the receiver 1320 may be specifically configured to receive the first MAC frames sent by the some
or all of the plurality of STAs based on the trigger information by using at least one of an orthogonal frequency division
multiple access OFDMA technology and a multi-user multiple-input multiple-output MU-MIMO technology.
[0169] Optionally, the transmitter 1310 may be further configured to send acknowledgment information to the corre-
sponding STA based on the TWT parameter of the STA carried in the first MAC frame, or send the second MAC frame
to the corresponding STA based on the instruction information carried in the first MAC frame.
[0170] It should be understood that the access point AP 1300 may be specifically the access point AP 900 in the
foregoing embodiment, and may be configured to perform the steps and/or procedures in the method embodiment shown
in FIG. 5. Optionally, the memory 1340 may include a read-only memory and a random access memory, and provide
an instruction and data to the processor. A part of the memory may further include a non-volatile random access memory.
For example, the memory may further store device type information. The processor 1330 may be configured to execute
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the instruction stored in the memory. When the processor executes the instruction stored in the memory, the processor
is configured to perform the steps and/or procedures in the method embodiment shown in FIG. 5. For brevity, details
are not described herein again.
[0171] FIG. 15 shows an access point AP 1400 according to an embodiment of this application. The access point AP
1400 includes a transmitter 1410, a receiver 1420, a processor 1430, a memory 1440, and a bus system 1450. The
transmitter 1410, the receiver 1420, the processor 1430, and the memory 1440 are connected by the bus system 1450.
The memory 1440 is configured to store an instruction. The processor 1430 is configured to execute the instruction
stored in the memory 1440, to control the transmitter 1410 to send a signal and control the receiver 1420 to receive a signal.
[0172] The processor 1430 may generate a first media access control MAC frame, where the first MAC frame carries
a plurality of pieces of target wake time TWT information that are corresponding to first station STAs in a plurality of
STAs in a one-to-one manner.
[0173] The transmitter 1410 may send the first MAC frame to the plurality of STAs, where the first MAC frame is used
for each of the first STAs to determine a TWT parameter of the STA based on corresponding TWT information.
[0174] According to this embodiment of this application, the AP can simultaneously negotiate TWTs with some or all
of the plurality of STAs by sending TWT information of the some or all of the plurality of STAs to the plurality of STAs,
so that a prior-art disadvantage that an AP can negotiate a TWT parameter with only one STA at a time can be overcome.
Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0175] Optionally, the processor 1430 may be specifically configured to generate the first MAC frame by aggregating
a plurality of MAC frames that are corresponding to the first STAs in a one-to-one manner.
[0176] Optionally, the processor 1430 may be specifically configured to generate the first MAC frame by generating
a first information element that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information, where the first information element
includes a plurality of first fields and a plurality of second fields, each first field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding
to an ith STA in the first STAs, and each second field defines TWT information corresponding to the ith STA.
[0177] Optionally, the processor 1430 may be specifically configured to generate the first MAC frame by generating
a trigger frame that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information, where the trigger frame includes a plurality of third
fields, fourth fields, and fifth fields, each third field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding to an ith STA in the first
STAs, each fourth field defines resource scheduling information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each
fifth field defines TWT information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs.
[0178] Optionally, the processor 1430 may be specifically configured to generate the first MAC frame by generating
a second information element that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information, where the second information
element includes a plurality of sixth fields, and each sixth field defines TWT information corresponding to an ith STA in
the first STAs. The MAC frame further includes a plurality of seventh fields and a plurality of eighth fields, where each
seventh field defines a unique identifier ID corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each eighth field defines
resource scheduling information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs.
[0179] Optionally, an ordinal position of an ith seventh field is corresponding to an ordinal position of a sixth field that
is in the second information element and that defines TWT information of a STA corresponding to the ith seventh field.
[0180] Optionally, the transmitter 1410 may be further configured to send trigger information to the first STAs, where
the trigger information includes resource scheduling information for uplink transmission of each of the first STAs.
[0181] Optionally, the TWT information includes a TWT parameter of a corresponding STA. In this case, the receiver
1420 is configured to receive acknowledgment information sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger
information when the some or all of the first STAs determine corresponding TWT parameters carried in the first MAC frame.
[0182] Optionally, the TWT information includes instruction information for instructing the AP to send the TWT param-
eter to the corresponding STA. In this case, the receiver 1420 may be configured to receive second MAC frames sent
by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information and corresponding instruction information that is carried
in the first MAC frame, where TWT information carried in the second MAC frame carries a TWT parameter determined
by a corresponding STA.
[0183] It should be understood that the access point AP 1400 may be specifically the access point AP 1000 in the
foregoing embodiment, and may be configured to perform the steps and/or procedures in the method embodiment shown
in FIG. 7. Optionally, the memory 1440 may include a read-only memory and a random access memory, and provide
an instruction and data to the processor. A part of the memory may further include a non-volatile random access memory.
For example, the memory may further store device type information. The processor 1430 may be configured to execute
the instruction stored in the memory. When the processor executes the instruction stored in the memory, the processor
is configured to perform the steps and/or procedures in the method embodiment shown in FIG. 7. For brevity, details
are not described herein again.
[0184] FIG. 16 shows a station STA 1500 according to an embodiment of this application. The station STA 1500
includes a transmitter 1510, a receiver 1520, a processor 1530, a memory 1540, and a bus system 1550. The transmitter
1510, the receiver 1520, the processor 1530, and the memory 1540 are connected by the bus system 1550. The memory
1540 is configured to store an instruction. The processor 1530 is configured to execute the instruction stored in the
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memory 1540, to control the transmitter 1510 to send a signal and control the receiver 1520 to receive a signal.
[0185] The receiver 1520 may receive trigger information sent by an access point AP, where the trigger information
is used to instructthe STA to send a first media access control MAC frame corresponding to the STA to the AP.
[0186] The transmitter 1510 may send the first MAC frame to the AP based on the trigger information, where the first
MAC frame carries a target wake time TWT parameter of the STA or instruction information for instructing the AP to
send a TWT parameter to the STA, and the TWT parameter is used to negotiate a TWT of the STA.
[0187] In this embodiment of this application, a STA in a plurality of STAs may be triggered by the AP to negotiate a
TWT with the AP. When the STA negotiates the TWT with the AP, another STA may also be triggered by the AP to
negotiate a TWT with the AP. Therefore, negotiation efficiency can be improved.
[0188] Optionally, the transmitter 1510 may be specifically configured to send the first MAC frame to the AP based
on the trigger information by using at least one of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access OFDMA technology
and a multi-user multiple-input multiple-output MU-MIMO technology.
[0189] Optionally, the receiver 1520 may be further configured to receive acknowledgment information sent by the AP
based on the TWT parameter of the STA carried in the first MAC frame, or receive a second MAC frame that carries the
TWT parameter of the STA and that is sent by the AP based on the instruction information carried in the first MAC frame.
[0190] It should be understood that the station STA 1500 may be specifically the station STA 1100 in the foregoing
embodiment, and may be configured to perform the procedures and/or steps that are in the methods shown in FIG. 2,
FIG. 5, and FIG. 7 and that are corresponding to any one of the stations STA, and the procedures and/or steps corre-
sponding to the station STA that are in the method shown in FIG. 8. Optionally, the memory 1540 may include a read-
only memory and a random access memory, and provide an instruction and data to the processor. Apart of the memory
may further include a non-volatile random access memory. For example, the memory may further store device type
information. The processor 1530 may be configured to execute the instruction stored in the memory, and when the
processor executes the instruction stored in the memory, the processor is configured to perform the procedures and/or
steps that are in the methods shown in FIG. 2, FIG. 5, and FIG. 7 and that are corresponding to any one of the stations
STAs, and the procedures and/or steps corresponding to the station STA that are in the method shown in FIG. 8. For
brevity, details are not described herein again.
[0191] It should be understood that in the embodiment of this application, the processor may be a central processing
unit (Central Processing Unit, CPU), or the processor may be another general-purpose processor, a digital signal proc-
essor (DSP), an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or other pro-
grammable logic device, a discrete gate or transistor logic device, a discrete hardware component, or the like. The
general-purpose processor may be a microprocessor, or the processor may be any conventional processor or the like.
[0192] In an implementation process, steps in the foregoing methods can be implemented by using a hardware inte-
grated logic circuit in the processor, or by using instructions in a form of software. The steps of the method disclosed
with reference to the embodiments of this application may be directly performed by a hardware processor, or may be
performed by using a combination of hardware in the processor and a software module. The software module may be
located in a mature storage medium in the art, such as a random access memory, a flash memory, a read-only memory,
a programmable read-only memory, an electrically erasable programmable memory, or a register. The storage medium
is located in the memory, and a processor executes an instruction in the memory to complete the steps in the foregoing
methods in combination with hardware of the processor. To avoid repetition, details are not described herein again.
[0193] It should be understood that the term "and/or" in this specification describes only an association relationship
for describing associated objects and represents that three relationships may exist. For example, A and/or B may
represent the following three cases: Only A exists, both A and B exist, and only B exists. In addition, the character "/" in
this specification generally indicates an "or" relationship between the associated objects.
[0194] It should be understood that sequence numbers of the foregoing processes do not mean execution sequences
in various embodiments of this application. The execution sequences of the processes should be determined according
to functions and internal logic of the processes, and should not be construed as any limitation on the implementation
processes of the embodiments of this application.
[0195] A person of ordinary skill in the art may be aware that, the units and steps in the examples described with
reference to the embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented by electronic hardware, computer software, or a
combination thereof. To clearly describe the interchangeability between hardware and software, the foregoing has
generally described compositions and steps of each example based on functions. Whether the functions are performed
by hardware or software depends on particular applications and design constraint conditions of the technical solutions.
A person skilled in the art may use a different method to implement the described functions for each particular application,
but it should not be considered that the implementation goes beyond the scope of this application.
[0196] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief description,
for a detailed working process of the foregoing system, apparatus, and unit, refer to a corresponding process in the
foregoing method embodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0197] In the several embodiments provided in this application, it should be understood that the disclosed system,
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apparatus, and method may be implemented in other manners. For example, the described apparatus embodiments
are merely examples. For example, the unit division is merely logical function division and may be other division in actual
implementation. For example, a plurality of units or components may be combined or integrated into another system,
or some features may be ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or discussed mutual couplings or direct
couplings or communication connections may be indirect couplings or communication connections via some interfaces,
apparatuses or units, and may be electrical, mechanical, or other forms of connections.
[0198] The units described as separate parts may or may not be physically separate. Parts displayed as units may or
may not be physical units, and may be located in one position or distributed on a plurality of network units. Some or all
of the units may be selected based on actual needs to achieve the objectives of the solutions of the embodiments in
this application.
[0199] In addition, functional units in the embodiments of this application may be integrated into one processing unit,
or each of the units may exist alone physically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit. The integrated unit may
be implemented in a form of hardware, or may be implemented in a form of a software functional unit.
[0200] When the integrated unit is implemented in the form of a software functional unit and sold or used as an
independent product, the integrated unit may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such an
understanding, the technical solutions of this application essentially, or the part contributing to the prior art, or all or some
of the technical solutions may be implemented in the form of a software product. The software product is stored in a
storage medium and includes several instructions for instructing a computer device (which may be a personal computer,
a server, or a network device) to perform all or some of the steps of the methods described in the embodiments of this
application. The foregoing storage medium includes any medium that can store program code, such as a USB flash
drive, a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (ROM, Read-Only Memory), a random access memory (RAM, Random
Access Memory), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0201] The foregoing descriptions are merely specific embodiments of this application, but are not intended to limit
the protection scope of this application. Any modification or replacement readily figured out by a person skilled in the
art within the technical scope disclosed in this application shall fall within the protection scope of this application. Therefore,
the protection scope of this application shall be subject to the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A method for negotiating a target wake time, TWT, comprising:

generating (601), by an access point, AP, a first media access control, MAC, frame, wherein the first MAC frame
carries a plurality of pieces of target wake time, TWT, information that are corresponding to first stations, STAs,
in a plurality of STAs in a one-to-one manner; and
sending (602), by the AP, the first MAC frame to the plurality of STAs, wherein the first MAC frame is used for
each of the first STAs to determine a TWT parameter of the STA based on corresponding TWT information,
characterized in that
the first MAC frame sent to one STA carries a plurality of TWT information elements, IEs, wherein a TWT
parameter is given in a corresponding field in the TWT IE.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the generating, by an access point, AP, a first media access control,
MAC, frame comprises:
generating (601), by the AP, the first MAC frame by aggregating a plurality of MAC frames that are corresponding
to the first STAs in a one-to-one manner.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the generating, by an access point, AP, a first media access control,
MAC, frame comprises:
generating (601), by the AP, the first MAC frame by generating a first information element that carries the plurality
of pieces of TWT information, wherein the first information element comprises a plurality of first fields and a plurality
of second fields, each first field defines a unique identifier, ID, corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs, and
each second field defines TWT information corresponding to the ith STA.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the generating, by an access point, AP, a first media access control,
MAC, frame comprises:
generating (601), by the AP, the first MAC frame by generating a trigger frame that carries the plurality of pieces of
TWT information, wherein the trigger frame comprises a plurality of third fields, fourth fields, and fifth fields, each
third field defines a unique identifier, ID, corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs, each fourth field defines
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resource scheduling information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each fifth field defines TWT
information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the generating, by an access point, AP, a first media access control,
MAC, frame comprises:

generating (601), by the AP, the first MAC frame by generating a second information element that carries the
plurality of pieces of TWT information, wherein the second information element comprises a plurality of sixth
fields, and each sixth field defines TWT information corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs; and
the first MAC frame further comprises a plurality of seventh fields and a plurality of eighth fields, wherein each
seventh field defines a unique identifier, ID, corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each eighth field
defines resource scheduling information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein an ordinal position of an ith seventh field is corresponding to an ordinal
position of a sixth field that is in the second information element and that defines TWT information of a STA corre-
sponding to the ith seventh field.

7. The method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the method further comprises:
sending (603), by the AP, trigger information to the first STAs, wherein the trigger information comprises resource
scheduling information for uplink transmission of each of the first STAs.

8. The method according to any one of claims 4 to 7, wherein the TWT information comprises a TWT parameter of a
corresponding STA, and
the method further comprises:
receiving (604), by the AP, acknowledgment information sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger
information when the some or all of the first STAs determine corresponding TWT parameters carried in the first
MAC frame.

9. The method according to any one of claims 4 to 8, wherein the TWT information comprises instruction information
for instructing the corresponding STA to send the TWT parameter to the AP, and
the method further comprises:
receiving (605), by the AP, second MAC frames sent by some or all of the first STAs based on the trigger information
and corresponding instruction information that is carried in the first MAC frame, wherein TWT information carried
in the second MAC frame carries a TWT parameter determined by a corresponding STA.

10. An access point, AP(1000), comprising:

a generation unit (1010), configured to generate (601) a first media access control, MAC, frame, wherein the
first MAC frame carries a plurality of pieces of target wake time, TWT, information that are corresponding to
first stations, STAs, in a plurality of STAs in a one-to-one manner; anda sending unit (1020), configured to send
(602), to the plurality of STAs, the first MAC frame generated by the generation unit (1010), wherein the first
MAC frame is used for each of the first STAs to determine a TWT parameter of the STA based on corresponding
TWT information,
characterized in that
the first MAC frame sent to one STA carries a plurality of TWT information elements, IEs, wherein a TWT
parameter is given in a corresponding field in the TWT IE.

11. The AP (1000) according to claim 10, wherein the generation unit (1010) is specifically configured to:
generate (601) the first MAC frame by aggregating a plurality of MAC frames that are corresponding to the first
STAs in a one-to-one manner.

12. The AP (1000) according to claim 10, wherein the generation unit (1010) is specifically configured to:
generate (601) the first MAC frame by generating a first information element that carries the plurality of pieces of
TWT information, wherein the first information element comprises a plurality of first fields and a plurality of second
fields, each first field defines a unique identifier, ID, corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs, and each second
field defines TWT information corresponding to the ith STA.

13. The AP (1000) according to claim 10, wherein the generation unit (1010) is specifically configured to:
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generate (601) the first MAC frame by generating a trigger frame that carries the plurality of pieces of TWT information,
wherein the trigger frame comprises a plurality of third fields, fourth fields, and fifth fields, each third field defines a
unique identifier, ID, corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs, each fourth field defines resource scheduling
information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each fifth field defines TWT information corresponding
to the ith STA in the first STAs.

14. The AP (1000) according to claim 10, wherein the generation unit (1010) is specifically configured to:

generate (601) the first MAC frame by generating a second information element that carries the plurality of
pieces of TWT information, wherein the second information element comprises a plurality of sixth fields, and
each sixth field defines TWT information corresponding to an ith STA in the first STAs; and
the MAC frame further comprises a plurality of seventh fields and a plurality of eighth fields, wherein each
seventh field defines a unique identifier, ID, corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs, and each eighth field
defines resource scheduling information corresponding to the ith STA in the first STAs.

15. The AP (1000) according to claim 14, wherein an ordinal position of an ith seventh field is corresponding to an ordinal
position of a sixth field that is in the second information element and that defines TWT information of a STA corre-
sponding to the ith seventh field.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Aushandlung einer Zielaufweckzeit (TWT), umfassend:

Generieren (601) eines Frames einer ersten Medienzugangssteuerung (MAC) durch einen Zugangspunkt (AP),
wobei der erste MAC-Frame eine Vielzahl von Einzelinformationen einer Zielaufweckzeit (TWT) trägt, die ersten
Stationen (STAs) in einer Vielzahl von STAs eins-zu-eins entsprechen; und
Senden (602) des ersten MAC-Frames zu der Vielzahl von STAs durch den AP, wobei der erste MAC-Frame
für jede der ersten STAs verwendet wird, um einen TWT-Parameter der STA auf Grundlage von entsprechenden
TWT-Informationen zu bestimmen,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der erste MAC-Frame, der zu einer STA gesendet wird, eine Vielzahl von TWT-Informationselementen (IEs)
trägt, wobei ein TWT-Parameter in einem gegebenen Feld in dem TWT-IE gegeben ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Generieren eines Frames einer ersten Medienzugangssteuerung (MAC)
durch einen Zugangspunkt (AP) Folgendes umfasst:
Generieren (601) des ersten MAC-Frames durch den AP durch Aggregieren einer Vielzahl von MAC-Frames, die
den ersten STAs eins-zu-eins entsprechen.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Generieren eines Frames einer ersten Medienzugangssteuerung (MAC)
durch einen Zugangspunkt (AP) Folgendes umfasst:
Generieren (601) des ersten MAC-Frames durch den AP durch Generieren eines ersten Informationselements, das
die Vielzahl von TWT-Einzelinformationen trägt, wobei das erste Informationselement eine Vielzahl von ersten
Feldern und eine Vielzahl von zweiten Feldern umfasst, wobei jedes erste Feld eine eindeutige Kennung (ID)
definiert, die einer iten STA in den ersten STAs entspricht, und jedes zweite Feld TWT-Informationen definiert, die
der iten STA entsprechen.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Generieren eines Frames einer ersten Medienzugangssteuerung (MAC)
durch einen Zugangspunkt (AP) Folgendes umfasst:
Generieren (601) des ersten MAC-Frames durch den AP durch Generieren eines Auslöse-Frames, der die Vielzahl
von TWT-Einzelinformationen trägt, wobei der Auslöse-Frame eine Vielzahl von dritten Feldern, vierten Feldern
und fünften Feldern umfasst, wobei jedes dritte Feld eine eindeutige Kennung (ID) definiert, die einer iten STA in
den ersten STAs entspricht, jedes vierte Feld Ressourcenplanungsinformationen definiert, die der iten STA in den
ersten STAs entsprechen, und jedes fünfte Feld TWT-Informationen definiert, die der iten STA in den ersten STAs
entsprechen.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Generieren eines Frames einer ersten Medienzugangssteuerung (MAC)
durch einen Zugangspunkte (AP) Folgendes umfasst:
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Generieren (601) des ersten MAC-Frames durch den AP durch Generieren eines zweiten Informationselements,
das die Vielzahl von TWT-Einzelinformationen trägt, wobei das zweite Informationselement eine Vielzahl von
sechsten Feldern umfasst und jedes sechste Feld TWT-Informationen definiert, die einer iten STA in den ersten
STAs entspricht; und
wobei der erste MAC-Frame ferner eine Vielzahl von siebten Feldern und eine Vielzahl von achten Feldern
umfasst, wobei jedes siebte Feld eine eindeutige Kennung (ID) definiert, die der iten STA in den ersten STAs
entspricht, und jedes achte Feld Ressourcenplanungsinformationen definiert, die der iten STA in den ersten
STAs entsprechen.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei eine Ordinalposition eines iten siebten Feldes einer Ordinalposition eines sechsten
Feldes entspricht, das sich in dem zweiten Informationselement befindet und das TWT-Informationen einer STA
definiert, die dem iten siebten Feld entspricht.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei das Verfahren ferner Folgendes umfasst:
Senden (603) von Auslöseinformationen an die ersten STAs durch den AP, wobei die Auslöseinformationen Res-
sourcenplanungsinformationen für eine Uplink-Übertragung von jeder der ersten STAs umfassen.

8. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 7, wobei die TWT-Informationen einen TWT-Parameter einer entspre-
chenden STA umfassen und
das Verfahren ferner Folgendes umfasst:
Empfangen (604) von Bestätigungsinformationen, die von einigen oder allen der ersten STAs auf Grundlage der
Auslöseinformationen gesendet werden, durch den AP, wenn die einigen oder allen der ersten STAs entsprechende
TWT-Parameter bestimmen, die in dem ersten MAC-Frame getragen werden.

9. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 8, wobei die TWT-Informationen Anweisungsinformationen zum Anwei-
sen der entsprechenden STA, um den TWT-Parameter an den AP zu senden, umfassen und
das Verfahren ferner Folgendes umfasst:
Empfangen (605) zweiter MAC-Frames, die durch einige oder alle der ersten STAs auf Grundlage der Auslösein-
formationen und entsprechenden Anweisungsinformationen, die in dem ersten MAC-Frame getragen werden, durch
den AP, wobei die TWT-Informationen, die in dem zweiten MAC-Frame getragen werden, einen TWT-Parameter
tragen, der durch eine entsprechende STA bestimmt wird.

10. Zugangspunkt (AP, 1000), umfassend:

eine Generierungseinheit (1010), die konfiguriert ist, um einen Frame einer ersten Medienzugangssteuerung
(MAC) zu generieren (601), wobei der erste MAC-Frame eine Vielzahl von TWT-Einzelinformationen über eine
Zielaufweckzeit trägt, die ersten Stationen (STAs) in einer Vielzahl von STAs eins-zu-eins entsprechen; und
eine Sendeeinheit (1020), die konfiguriert ist, um den ersten MAC-Frame, der durch die Generierungseinheit
(1010) generiert wird, an die Vielzahl von STAs zu senden (602), wobei der erste MAC-Frame für jede der
ersten STAs verwendet wird, um einen TWT-Parameter der STA auf Grundlage der entsprechenden TWT-
Informationen zu bestimmen,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der erste MAC-Frame, der zu einer STA gesendet wird, eine Vielzahl von TWT-Informationselementen (IEs)
trägt, wobei ein TWT-Parameter in einem entsprechenden Feld in dem TWT-IE gegeben ist.

11. AP (1000) nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Generierungseinheit (1010) insbesondere zu Folgendem konfiguriert ist:
Generieren (601) des ersten MAC-Frames durch Aggregieren einer Vielzahl von MAC-Frames, die den ersten STAs
eins-zu-eins entsprechen.

12. AP (1000) nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Generierungseinheit (1010) insbesondere zu Folgendem konfiguriert ist:
Generieren (601) des ersten MAC-Frames durch Generieren eines ersten Informationselements, das die Vielzahl
von TWT-Einzelinformationen trägt, wobei das erste Informationselement eine Vielzahl von ersten Feldern und eine
Vielzahl von zweiten Feldern umfasst, wobei jedes erste Feld eine eindeutige Kennung (ID) definiert, die einer iten

STA in den ersten STAs entspricht, und jedes zweite Feld TWT-Informationen definiert, die der iten STA entsprechen.

13. AP (1000) nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Generierungseinheit (1010) insbesondere zu Folgendem konfiguriert ist:
Generieren (601) des ersten MAC-Frames durch Generieren eines Auslöse-Frames, der die Vielzahl von TWT-
Einzelinformationen trägt, wobei der Auslöse-Frame eine Vielzahl von dritten Feldern, vierten Feldern und fünften
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Feldern umfasst, wobei jedes dritte Feld eine eindeutige Kennung (ID) definiert, die einer iten STA in den ersten
STAs entspricht, jedes vierte Feld Ressourcenplanungsinformationen definiert, die der iten STA in den ersten STAs
entsprechen, und jedes fünfte Feld TWT-Informationen definiert, die der iten STA in den ersten STAs entsprechen.

14. AP (1000) nach Anspruch 10, wobei die Generierungseinheit (1010) insbesondere zu Folgendem konfiguriert ist:

Generieren (601) des ersten MAC-Frames durch Generieren eines zweiten Informationselements, das die
Vielzahl von TWT-Einzelinformationen trägt, wobei das zweite Informationselement eine Vielzahl von sechsten
Feldern umfasst und jedes sechste Feld TWT-Informationen definiert, die einer iten STA in den ersten STAs
entsprechen; und
der MAC-Frame ferner eine Vielzahl von siebten Feldern und eine Vielzahl von achten Feldern umfasst, wobei
jedes siebte Feld eine eindeutige Kennung (ID) definiert, die der iten STA in den ersten STAs entspricht, und
jedes achte Feld Ressourcenplanungsinformationen definiert, die der iten STA in den ersten STAs entsprechen.

15. AP (1000) nach Anspruch 14, wobei eine Ordinalposition eines iten siebten -Feldes einer Ordinalposition eines
sechsten Feldes entspricht, das sich in dem zweiten Informationselement befindet und das TWT-Informationen
einer STA definiert, die dem iten siebten Feld entsprechen.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour négocier un temps d’activation cible, TWT, comprenant :

la génération (601), par un point d’accès, AP, d’une première trame de commande d’accès au support, MAC,
dans lequel la première trame MAC transporte une pluralité de parties d’informations de temps d’activation
cible, TWT, qui correspondent à des premières stations, STA, dans une pluralité de STA d’une manière
biunivoque ; et
l’envoi (602), par l’AP, de la première trame MAC à la pluralité de STA, dans lequel la première trame MAC est
utilisée pour chacune des premières STA pour déterminer un paramètre TWT de la STA sur la base d’informa-
tions TWT correspondantes,
caractérisé en ce que
la première trame MAC envoyée à une STA transporte une pluralité d’éléments d’informations, IE, TWT, dans
lequel un paramètre TWT est donné dans un champ correspondant dans l’IE TWT.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la génération, par un point d’accès, AP, d’une première trame de
commande d’accès au support, MAC, comprend :
la génération (601), par l’AP, de la première trame MAC en agrégeant une pluralité de trames MAC qui correspondent
à la première STA d’une manière biunivoque.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la génération, par un point d’accès, AP, d’une première trame de
commande d’accès au support, MAC, comprend :
la génération (601), par l’AP, de la première trame MAC en générant un premier élément d’informations qui transporte
la pluralité de parties d’informations TWT, dans lequel le premier élément d’informations comprend une pluralité de
premiers champs et une pluralité de deuxièmes champs, chaque premier champ définit un identifiant, ID, unique
correspondant à une ième STA dans les premières STA, et chaque deuxième champ définit des informations TWT
correspondant à l’ième STA.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la génération, par un point d’accès, AP, d’une première trame de
commande d’accès au support, MAC, comprend :
la génération (601), par l’AP, de la première trame MAC en générant une trame de déclenchement qui transporte
la pluralité de parties d’informations TWT, dans lequel la trame de déclenchement comprend une pluralité de troi-
sièmes champs, quatrièmes champs et cinquièmes champs, chaque troisième champ définit un identifiant, ID,
unique correspondant à une ième STA dans les premières STA, chaque quatrième champ définit des informations
de planification de ressources correspondant à l’ième STA dans les premières STA, et chaque cinquième champ
définit des informations TWT correspondant à l’ième STA dans les premières STA.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la génération, par un point d’accès, AP, d’une première trame de
commande d’accès au support, MAC, comprend :
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la génération (601), par l’AP, de la première trame MAC en générant un second élément d’informations qui
transporte la pluralité de parties d’informations TWT, dans lequel le second élément d’informations comprend
une pluralité de sixièmes champs, et chaque sixième champ définit des informations TWT correspondant à une
ième STA dans les premières STA ; et
la première trame MAC comprend en outre une pluralité de septièmes champs et une pluralité de huitièmes
champs, dans lequel chaque septième champ définit un identifiant, ID, unique correspondant à l’ième STA dans
les premières STA, et chaque huitième champ définit des informations de planification de ressources corres-
pondant à l’ième STA dans les premières STA.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, dans lequel une position ordinale d’un ième septième champ correspond à une
position ordinale d’un sixième champ qui est dans le second élément d’informations et qui définit des informations
TWT d’une STA correspondant à l’ième septième champ.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 2 ou 3, dans lequel le procédé comprend en outre :
l’envoi (603), par l’AP, d’informations de déclenchement aux premières STA, dans lequel les informations de dé-
clenchement comprennent des informations de planification de ressources pour une transmission de liaison mon-
tante de chacune des premières STA.

8. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 4 à 7, dans lequel les informations TWT comprennent un
paramètre TWT d’une STA correspondante, et
le procédé comprend en outre :
la réception (604), par l’AP, d’informations d’accusé de réception envoyées par certaines ou toutes les premières
STA sur la base des informations de déclenchement lorsque les certaines ou toutes les premières STA déterminent
des paramètres TWT correspondants transportés dans la première trame MAC.

9. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 4 à 8, dans lequel les informations TWT comprennent des
informations d’instruction pour donner l’instruction à la STA correspondante d’envoyer le paramètre TWT à l’AP, et
le procédé comprend en outre :
la réception (605), par l’AP, de secondes trames MAC envoyées par certaines ou toutes les premières STA sur la
base des informations de déclenchement et d’informations d’instruction correspondantes qui sont transportées dans
la première trame MAC, dans lequel des informations TWT transportées dans la seconde trame MAC transportent
un paramètre TWT déterminé par une STA correspondante.

10. Point d’accès, AP (1000), comprenant :

une unité de génération (1010), conçue pour générer (601) une première trame de commande d’accès au
support, MAC, dans lequel la première trame MAC transporte une pluralité de parties d’informations de temps
d’activation cible, TWT, qui correspondent à des premières stations, STA, dans une pluralité de STA d’une
manière biunivoque ; et une unité d’envoi (1020), conçue pour envoyer (602), à la pluralité de STA, la première
trame MAC générée par l’unité de génération (1010), dans lequel la première trame MAC est utilisée pour
chacune des premières STA pour déterminer un paramètre TWT de la STA sur la base d’informations TWT
correspondantes,
caractérisé en ce que
la première trame MAC envoyée à une STA transporte une pluralité d’éléments d’informations, IE, TWT dans
lequel un paramètre TWT est donné dans un champ correspondant dans l’IE TWT.

11. AP (1000) selon la revendication 10, dans lequel l’unité de génération (1010) est spécifiquement conçue pour :
générer (601) la première trame MAC en agrégeant une pluralité une pluralité de trames MAC qui correspondent
à la première STA d’une manière biunivoque.

12. AP (1000) selon la revendication 10, dans lequel l’unité de génération (1010) est spécifiquement conçue pour :
générer (601) la première trame MAC en générant un premier élément d’informations qui transporte la pluralité de
parties d’informations TWT, dans lequel le premier élément d’informations comprend une pluralité de premiers
champs et une pluralité de deuxièmes champs, chaque premier champ définit un identifiant, ID, unique correspondant
à une ième STA dans les premières STA, et chaque deuxième champ définit des informations TWT correspondant
à l’ième STA.

13. AP (1000) selon la revendication 10, dans lequel l’unité de génération (1010) est spécifiquement conçue pour :
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générer (601) la première trame MAC en générant une trame de déclenchement qui transporte la pluralité de parties
d’informations TWT, dans lequel la trame de déclenchement comprend une pluralité de troisièmes champs, qua-
trièmes champs et cinquièmes champs, chaque troisième champ définit un identifiant, ID, unique correspondant à
une ième STA dans les premières STA, chaque quatrième champ définit des informations de planification de res-
sources correspondant à l’ième STA dans les premières STA, et chaque cinquième champ définit des informations
TWT correspondant à l’ième STA dans les premières STA.

14. AP (1000) selon la revendication 10, dans lequel l’unité de génération (1010) est spécifiquement conçue pour :

générer (601) la première trame MAC en générant un second élément d’informations qui transporte la pluralité
de parties d’informations TWT, dans lequel le second élément d’informations comprend une pluralité de sixième
champs, et chaque sixième champ définit des informations TWT correspondant à une ième STA dans les pre-
mières STA ; et
la première trame MAC comprend en outre une pluralité de septièmes champs et une pluralité de huitièmes
champs, dans lequel chaque septième champ définit un identifiant, ID, unique correspondant à l’ième STA dans
les premières STA, et chaque huitième champ définit des informations de planification de ressources corres-
pondant à l’ième STA dans les premières STA.

15. AP (1000) selon la revendication 14, dans lequel une position ordinale d’un ième septième champ correspond à une
position ordinale d’un sixième champ qui est dans le second élément d’informations et qui définit des informations
TWT d’une STA correspondant à l’ième septième champ.
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